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DISTRESS TOLERANCE HANDOUT 16 
(Distress Tolerance Worksheets 13–18) 

Overview: 
When the Crisis Is Addiction 

Skills for backing down from addiction. 
You can remember them as D, C, B, A. 

D DIALECTICAL ABSTINENCE 

CLEAR MIND 

C 
COMMUNITY REINFORCEMENT 

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 

B BURNING BRIDGES 
AND BUILDING NEW ONES 

ALTERNATE REBELLION 

A 
ADAPTIVE DENIAL 
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DISTRESS TOLERANCE HANDOUT 16A 

Common Addictions 

In case you thought you had no addictions, here is a list. 
You are addicted when you are unable to stop a behavior pattern or use of 

substances, despite negative consequences and despite your best efforts to stop. 

l 
ion seeki ia/stealing/shoplifting ng 

iding: ing 

less driving 
limia (purging/vomiting) 

ic 

jury/self-mutilation 

ing 

ing/tobacco 

ing 
ight lifting ing 

il ision 
i ing ng 

lism 

ling ing 

iping 
ining/fantasizing 

Alcoho Internet games ��

Attent Kleptoman ��

Avo Ly ��

Auto racing Pornography ��

Betting Reck ��

Bu Risky behaviors ��

Self-inflicted in��Cheating��

Coffee Sex ��

Colas Shopping ��

Sleep��Collecting:��

Art Smartphone apps ��

Smok��Coins��

Social networking��Junk��

Clothes�� Speed��
Shoes�� Spiritual practices��
Mus�� Sports activities:��
Other:�� Biking��
Other:�� Body building��

Computers�� Hiking/rock climbing��
Criminal activities�� Runn��
Diet�� We��

Other:��Drugs (illicit and prescribed)��

Other:��Diuretics��

Telev��E-ma��

Text��Food/eat��

Vanda��Carbohydrates��

Chocolate�� Videos��
Specific food:�� Video games��

Gamb�� Work��
Games/puzzles��

Other:��Goss��
Other:��Imag��
Other:��Internet��
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DISTRESS TOLERANCE HANDOUT 17 
(Distress Tolerance Worksheet 14) 

Dialectical Abstinence 

HARM REDUCTION 
(Acknowledging there will be
slips; minimizing the damage,
but not demanding perfection) 

ABSTINENCE 
(Swearing off 

addictive behavior) 
vs. 

Pro: People who commit to 
abstinence stay off longer. 

Con: It takes longer for people 
to get back “on the wagon”
once they fall off. 

Pro: When a slip does happen,
people can get back “on the 
wagon” faster. 

Con: People who commit to 
harm reduction relapse quicker. 

SYNTHESIS = DIALECTICAL ABSTINENCE 

The goal is not to engage in addictive behavior again— 
in other words, to achieve complete abstinence. 

However, if there is a slip, the goal is to minimize harm 
and get back to abstinence as soon as possible. 

Pros: It works! 
Cons: It’s work. You don’t get a vacation. 
(You’re always either abstinent or working to get back to abstinence.) 

An example of expecting the best and planning for the trouble spots: 
Olympic athletes must believe and behave as though they can win 
every race, even though they have lost before and will lose again. 
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DISTRESS TOLERANCE HANDOUT 17A 
(Distress Tolerance Worksheet 14) 

Planning for Dialectical Abstinence 

Plan for Abstinence 
ith a c ear mind; p ions to re Enjoy your success, but w 1.�� l lan for temptat lapse. 

nforce you for abstinence. Spend time or touch base with people who will rei2.��
Plan reinforc iviti instead of add ive behav 3.�� ing act es to do ict iors. 

ors. Burn bridges: Avoid cues and high-risk situations for addictive behavi4.��
ls, and mental activities (such as, Build new bridges: Develop images, smel5.��

urge surfing) to compete with information associated with craving. 
.Find alternative ways to rebel6.��

on. Publicly announce abstinence; deny any idea of lapsing to addicti7.��

Plan for Harm Reduction 
s coaching. Call your therapist, sponsor, or mentor for skill1.��

p. Get in contact with other effective people who can hel2.��
th cues for effective behaviors. Get rid of temptations; surround yourself wi3.��

s and handouts from DBT. Review skill4.��
on Regulation Handout 10) can be rehearsed iOpposite action (Emot 5.��

to fight guilt and shame. If no other option works, go to an anonymous 
meeting of any sort and publicly report your lapse. 

ons (Emotion Building mastery and coping ahead for emotional situati6.��
Regulation Handout 19), and checking the facts (Emotion Regulation 
Handout 8), can be used to fight feelings of being out of control. 

ls (Interpersonal Effectiveness Handouts 5–7), such as Interpersonal skil7.��
asking for help from family, friends, sponsors, ministers, or counselors, 
can also be helpful. If you are isolated, help can often be found via online 
support groups. 

apse (General Conduct a chain analysis to analyze what prompted the l8.��
Handouts 7, 7a). 

and “get back on the wagon” Problem-solve right away to find a way to 9.��
repair any damage you have done (Emotion Regulation Handout 12). 

mprove the moment. Distract yourself, self-soothe, and i10.��
ead yourself. Cheerl11.��

Do pros and cons of stopping addicti stress Tolerance 12.�� ve behaviors (Di 
Handout 5). 

saster. t let one slip turn into a di’Stay away from extreme thinking. Don 13.��
nence.iRecommit to 100% total abst 14.��
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DISTRESS TOLERANCE HANDOUT 18 
(Distress Tolerance Worksheet 15 ) 

Clear Mind 

ADDICT 
MIND 

FO
G

G
Y 

M
IN

D

CLEAR 
MIND CLEAN 

MIND 

Addict mind is: Clean mind is: 
Impulsive Naive 
One-minded Risk-taking 
Willing to do anything for a “fix” Oblivious to dangers 

When in addict mind, you are ruled When in clean mind, you are clean 
by the addiction. The urges for habitual but oblivious to dangers that might 
problem behaviors determine your cue habitual problem behaviors. You 
thoughts, emotions, and behaviors. believe you are invincible and immune 

to future temptation. 

Both extremes are DANGEROUS! 

CLEAR MIND: The safest place to be. 
You are clean, but you remember addict mind. 

You radically accept that relapse is not impossible. 
You enjoy your success, while still expecting urges and cues 

and planning for when you’re tempted. 
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DISTRESS TOLERANCE HANDOUT 18A 
(Distress Tolerance Worksheet 16 ) 

Behavior Patterns Characteristic of Addict Mind 
and of Clean Mind 

ADDICT MIND CLEAN MIND 

Engaging in addictive behavior.��

“I don’t really have a problem with Thinking,��
addiction.” 

“I can do a little.” Thinking,��

Engag��

behavior. 
“I Thinking,��

“I can control the habit.” Thinking,��

ing in apparently irrelevant behaviors
that in the past inevitably led to addictive 

’ve learned my lesson.” 

indulge my habit, if only on “I can Thinking,��
weekends.” 

“I can’t stand this!” Thinking,��

Glamorizing add��

“I don’t really have an addiction Thinking,��
problem any more.” 
Stopping or cutting back medication that helps ��
with addiction. iction. 

Surfing the Internet for ways to engage in ��
addictive behaviors. 
Buying paraphernalia (food, drugs, videos, ��
etc.) for addictive behavior. 

Being in environments where others engage in ��
addictive behaviors. 
See��

Living with people who are addicted.��

Keeping addiction paraphernalia.��

Carry��

Being irresponsible w��

Dressing like an add��

Not go��

ing friends who are still addicted. 

Selling or exchanging items related to ��
addictive behaviors. 
Stealing to pay for addict��

Prost��

Ly��
Hid��

Iso��

Acting a��

Break��

Committing crimes.��

Acting like a corpse.��

Hav��

Acting desperate/obsessed.��

Not��

Hav��

Avoiding doctors.��

Other:��

Other:��

Other:��

i ing around extra money. on. 
ituting for money or for paraphernali ith bills. a. 

i ict. ng. 
i ing to meeting. ngs. 
lati Not confronting the problems that fuel my ��

addictive behaviors. 
Acting as if only willpower is needed.��

Iso��

Believ��

ng. 
lways busy; “Got to go!” 

ing promises. 
lating. 

ing, “I can do this alone.” 
“I can take pain med Thinking,��

engage in addictive behavior if prescribed or 
advised; I don’t need to say anything about my 
past addiction.” 

“I can’t stand this!” Thinking,��

Other:��

Other:��

Other:��

icine/diet/ ing “no life.” 

looking people in the eyes. 
ing poor hygiene. 
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DISTRESS TOLERANCE HANDOUT 19 
(Distress Tolerance Worksheet 16 ) 

Community Reinforcement 

Community reinforcement means replacing addiction reinforcers 
with abstinence reinforcers. 

REINFORCING ABSTINENCE IS CRITICAL 

Reinforcers in your environment play a powerful role in encouraging or discouraging addictive 
behaviors. 
To stop addictive behavior, you have to figure out how to make a lifestyle without your 
addictive behaviors more rewarding than a lifestyle with your addictive behaviors. 
You have to find a way to get behaviors incompatible with addictions to pay off and be 
rewarded by those around you. 
Willpower is not sufficient. If it were, we would all be perfect! 

REPLACE ADDICTION REINFORCERS WITH ABSTINENCE REINFORCERS 

Begin a series of action steps that will increase your chances of accumulating positive events 
to replace addictive behavior. 

Search for peopl me with who aren t addi �� e to spend ti ’ cted. 
Increase the number of enjoyabl nvolve your �� e activities you engage in that do not i 
addiction. 
If you cannot deci le or activit es you like, sample a ot of different groups of �� de what peop i l 
people and a lot of different activities. 

ABSTINENCE SAMPLING 
y occur. Commit to  days off your addiction, and observe the benefits that naturall ��

sk addiction triggers, and replace these with competing behaviors Temporarily avoid high-ri ��
to get you through the sampling period. 
Observe all the extra pos tive events occurri �� i ng when you are not engaging in addictive 
behaviors. 

Note. Adapted from Meyers, R. J., & Squires, D. D. (2001, September). The community reinforcement approach. Retrieved from www.bhrm.org/ 
guidelines/CRAmanual.pdf. Adapted by permission of the authors. 
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DISTRESS TOLERANCE HANDOUT 20 
(Distress Tolerance Worksheet 17) 

Burning Bridges and Building New Ones 

BURNING BRIDGES 

Accept at the most radical level that you are not going to engage in addictive behavior 
again, and then move actively to cut off all addictive behavior options. 

ive behav is �� 1. Make an absolute commitment to abstinence from the addict ior, which 
(describe addictive behavior). Then walk into the garage of 

abstinence and slam the garage door shut. (Remember that the tiniest slit of space 
can let an entire elephant in.) 

List everyth ng n your ife that makes add ib2.�� i i l iction poss le. 

d of these things: Get ri3.��

th you. Throw out contact information of people who collude wi ��

ble cues and temptations. Get rid of all possi ��

L st and do everything you can that will make it hard or impossible to continue your 4.�� i 
addictive behavior. 

Ruthless y and at every moment, te l i �� l l the truth about your behav or. 

quit. Tell all your friends and family that you have ��

BUILDING NEW BRIDGES 

Create visual images and smells that will compete with the information loaded into 
your visual and olfactory brain systems when cravings occur. 

Cravings and urges are strongly related to vivid images and smells of what is craved. The stron-
ger the imagery or smell, the stronger the craving. 

Build different mages or smel s to think about. Try to keep these images or smells �� i l 
in memory when you have an unwanted craving. For example, whenever you crave 
a cigarette, imagine being on the beach; see and smell it in your mind to reduce the 
craving. 

look at moving images or surround yourself with When you have unwanted cravings,��
smells unrelated to the addiction. Moving images and new smells will compete with your 
cravings. 

Notice by imagining yourself on a surfboard riding the waves of your urges. “Urge-surf”��
them coming and going, rising high, going low, and finally going away. 
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DISTRESS TOLERANCE HANDOUT 21 
(Distress Tolerance Worksheet 18 ) 

Alternate Rebellion and Adaptive Denial 

ALTERNATE REBELLION 
When addictive behaviors are a way to rebel against authority, conventions, and the boredom 
of not breaking rules or laws, try alternate rebellion. Alternate rebellion replaces destructive 
rebellion and keeps you on a path to your goals. 
Examples: 

d color. Dye your hair a wil ��Shave your head.��
ng. Get a tattoo or body pierci ��Wear crazy underwear.��

de out. Wear clothes insi ��Wear unmatched shoes.��
Don’t bathe for a week.��Have secret thoughts.��
Print a s ogan on a t-shi ��ews. Express unpopular vi �� l rt. 

nt your face. Pai ��ndness. Do random acts of ki ��
Dress up or dress down where ��ony. Vacation with your family at a nudist col ��
doing so is unexpected. y what you want to. Write a letter saying exactl ��

ADAPTIVE DENIAL 
When your mind can’t tolerate craving for addictive behaviors, try adaptive denial. 

f. t argue with yoursel’Give logic a break when you are doing this. Don ��

Convince yourself When urges hit, deny that you want the problem behavior or substance.��
you want something other than the problem behavior. For example, reframe an urge to 
have a cigarette as an urge to have a flavored toothpick; an urge to have alcohol as an 
urge to have something sweet; or an urge to gamble as an urge to alternate rebellion (see 
above). 
Other: 
Other: 
Be adamant with yourself in your denial, and engage in the alternative behavior. 

nutes, and Put off addictive behavior. Put it off for 5 minutes, then put it off for another 5 mi ��
so on and on, each time saying, “I only have to stand this for 5 minutes.” By telling yourself 
each day you will be abstinent for today (or each hour for just this hour, and so on), you are 
saying, “This is not forever. I can stand this right now.” 
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